STACY CROWNE - Band Bio
Stacy Crowne undoubtedly remind us of some Scandinavian high energy rock bands from
the late 90ies, but the origins of the band are far away from Sweden and Norway in the
Cologne suburbs.
Even as teenagers, the two school friends Dustin Coutts and Dominik Sladek would plug in
their guitars and play covers of the Ramones, Hellacopters and Turbonegro, before they
wrote their own songs and played their first shows. After an initially changing line-up, the
entry of the current rhythm section (Peter Koslowski on drums and Andreas Billstein on
bass) in 2011 marks the official beginning of Stacy Crowne.
With their self-published debut EP in 2014, the four of them will draw attention to themselves
for the first time. The result are not only two tours and numerous shows - among others as
supporting acts for The New Christs, The Casanovas and Electric Eel Shock - but also first
contacts to the Californian indie label Savage Magic Records, on which the first official
release of the band will be released in 2016 with a 7" split.
With the firm decision to record the first full-length album in 2018, Stacy Crowne set out in
search of a suitable producer - and after a chain of coincidences suddenly sat in the middle
of Malasaña, the heart of Madrid. With the support of Sweden's Ola Ersfjord, who already
worked with bands such as Dead Lord, Lucifer and The Hellacopters, ten songs were
created and afterwards released on Savage Magic Records (Album title: “We Sound
Electric”).
In February 2020 the band followed the invitation of their label from California and played an
exclusive concert at the legendary World Famous Dollhut, Anaheim.
During the Corona pandemic three more vinyl releases with new material from Stacy Crowne
were being released: in 2020 the compilation "Demolition Derby Vol. 2" (among others with
Grindhouse, The Drippers), also in 2020 a split with the German Band "Christmas" and in
summer 2021 the "Action Rock Jukebox" single.
After a couple of shows in autumn 2021 Stacy Crowne were hitting the road again in March
2022 and played a seven day tour through Spain.

Band Members:
Dustin Coutts - vocals, guitar
Dominik Sladek - guitar, backing vocals
Peter Koslowski - drums
Fabian Bürmann - bass

